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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

2013-Todate:  Associate Professor (Humanities)   

Developing and teaching graduate and undergraduate courses; publishing research on cross-cultural 
issues; Directing doctoral comprehensive exams and dissertations. 

2013-2016: Project Director, Department of State Grant 

Managed a one-million-dollar Department of State (DOS) grant that involved activities such as teaching in 
Pakistan, hosting 58 Pakistani Research visitors, and the partner institution in Pakistan in redesigning 
their master’s and Doctoral curriculum. This also involved managing the budget, quarterly reporting to 
DOS, and developing evaluation tools for the project including surveys and user interviews. 

2006-2013: Assistant Professor (Humanities) 

Taught courses, undergraduate and graduate, in postcolonial and cross-cultural studies.  

EDUCATION 

2021. In Progress. UX Research and Usability Research Courses (Enrolled in 16 Courses), Interaction 
Design Foundation 

2006. Doctor Of Philosophy (English and Postcolonial Cross-Cultural Studies), Florida State University 

2002. Master of Arts (English), Belmont University 

2000. Bachelor of Arts (English), Belmont University 

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 

UXPA International 

LANGUAGES 

English, Urdu, Hindi, Punjabi, and Japanese, Arabic and Persian (read and write only) 

SKILLSET 

User research, usability research, microcopy, qualitative research, quantitative research, writing and 
editing, public speaking, WordPress, curriculum design, teaching, Qualtrics, adobe suite, MS Office, 
Balsamiq, keynote, PowerPoint, Canva, YouTube video production and editing, LucidChart 



Department	of	State	Grant	

	
Problem	

In 2012 I applied for a million-dollar grant from Department of State (DOS). This is a 
brief story of how the design thinking and agile practices of a team made it into a 
successful experience.  I learned about the DOS grant when a friend sent me a link to it. 
Funded by DOS, these grants were meant to create three-year partnerships 
between US and Pakistani universities. As a humanist who believes in serving the 
larger community outside of academy, I found this to be a wonderful opportunity to have 
direct impact on people’s lives , especially since the project could help enhance the 
cross-cultural relations between people from the US and Pakistan, my native country. I 
decided to apply for the grant to develop a partnership with National University of 
Modern Languages (NUML), Pakistan. 

Initial	Deliberations	
After a careful reading of the DOS announcement, I jotted down the following points (Fig 
1) about my understanding of it: 

• This was not a one-person project 
• The proposal needed significant insights from the users (NUML) 
• The proposal needed to have built in monitoring/ evaluation mechanism 
• The cultural impact of the program was more important to DOS than the actual 

deliverables 

 



I understood that I needed someone with the institutional reach to help me with this 
project. I sent a copy of the DOS announcement to John, then VP for International 
Studies, and asked for a meeting. John was gracious enough to give me his time and in 
our first meeting we decided on dividing the work in the initial phase: 

• John agreed to reach out to the upper administration and other University 
stakeholders to get their commitments to the project. 

• I decided to reach out to NUML to conduct interviews to learn about their needs 
and aspirations. 

John and I also agreed that I will write a draft proposal within ten days, while John 
reached out to the University administrators. We could only have a planning meeting 
with the upper administration after I had a working draft. I jotted down our planned 
workflow during our meeting (Fig 2.1 and 2.2). 

 

	

Artifacts	
• User Interviews 
• User Experience Insights 
• User Surveys (Post Award) 
• Comparative Analysis of other such grants 
• Quarterly and Annual Reports 
• Project Monitoring 



The	Process	

I decided to conduct two sets of telephone interviews with five top administrators of 
NUML and with five NUML English Department faculty members. The interview with 
the administrators was in shape of a two-hour conference call, whereas the faculty 
interviews were one on one conversations of one hour each. I conducted two sets of 
interviews because I wanted to find out the administrators’ expectations, but, 
more importantly, I also wanted to seek out the aspirations and possible pain 
points of the faculty, the actual users for whom I was writing the grant proposal. 

 

NUML Administrator Interviews 

My conference call with NUML had five participants: The Rector, the Director General, 
the Registrar, Director Academics and Director Graduate Studies. (Surprisingly, the 
Chair of English Department was not included by the NUML administrators in this 
conversation). NUML is a peculiar institution: though funded by the Higher Education 
Commission, NUML is mostly governed by retired army officers and is evaluated by the 
Army General Headquarters. As a result, the administration is pretty hierarchical and 
top-down. They all were excited about the project and the rector pointed out that if 
correctly done, “this partnership could transform the English Department.” The group 



was highly interested in enhancing the research capabilities of the English department. 
This was a fruitful conversation, as I mostly played the role of the listener and jotted 
down the main points of the conversation. I informed the group that after I have written 
down the first draft of the proposal, I will share it with them so that they can suggest any 
changes and additions. Here are some of the main points that came through from the 
administrators’ point of view: 

• They wanted UNT Faculty to visit NUML campus to teach summer classes. 
• They hoped that part of the grant money could be sued to purchase some library 

databases. 
• They also wanted UNT to help them establish a Writing Resource Center. 
• They wanted the partnership to help revise their Master’s and Ph.D. curriculum. 
• The hoped that some of their faculty and graduate students will be able to visit 

UNT for their research. 

 
NUML Faculty Interviews 

I conducted  interviews with five faculty members over the phone and the faculty were 
selected at random. I explained to them what could possibly be included in the project, 
but more importantly I asked them to share their hopes and ideas about the program. 
The faculty were generally pretty skeptical about the project and shared some of the 
following thoughts and ideas. 

• They all thought that the project would probably fizzle out as, in the words of one 
faculty member, “these projects keep getting announced but nothing ever 
happens.” 

• They also thought that even if the project did start, mostly those favored by the 
administration would get to go to the US. 

• Some of them also worried that even if they were selected to visit UNT, they will 
be asked to pay travel costs up front and then be reimbursed, which most of 
them could not afford. 

• They all were, however, highly enthused about the prospect of summer training 
and also about the possibility to travel to the US for their research. 

• They all thought that this program could help transform their research as well as 
their teaching practices. 

• They expected to be able to visit classes at UNT and hoped to work with some of 
the professors. 

• They were also highly interested to get to know “Americans” and to experience 
the American culture. 

 

 

 



Writing the First Draft 

After I compiled the data from my interviews, I charted my process as follows: 

 

As I started writing the proposal, I kept in mind the themes that emerged from my 
interviews with the NUML administrators as well as the faculty and also the expectations 
expressed by the DOS in their grant announcement. After a brief telephone 
conversation with the DOS representatives, it became even more clear to me that 
the cross-cultural aspects of the grant were more important than other 
deliverables. To ensure if other grant recipients had kept this in mind, I reached out to 
the two other institutions that had previously received such grants. In both their cases, 
they had brought only 5 to 6 research scholars to their campus over their grant period. 
Keeping the main aspirations of NUML faculty, as evident in my interviews, I felt that 
bringing more of them to our campus would not only fulfill user needs, it would 
also enhance the main intent of the grant: People-to-people relationships. Thus, 
my draft used the information gathered from NUML and then reconciled with the 
expectations of DOS. 



In my first draft, besides other things, I included the following areas as the possible 
areas of cooperation with NUML: 

• Faculty development and collaborative research 
• Curriculum development mentoring, including introduction to state-of-the-art 

methodologies 
• Research materials, journals, and publications (access agreements) 
• Graduate student training and research 
• Establishment of a Writing Resource Center 

Note that all these were the areas suggested by the NUML administrators. In these 
areas, I planned to deliver on the Faculty Development aspect in two ways: 

• By offering two training courses, on NUML campus) every summer (A total of six 
such courses over three years) 

• By bringing at least 52 NUML faculty to UNT campus for six-week research visit. 

Furthermore, keeping in view the pain points gleaned from the faculty interviews, I 
also created a selection criteria for research visitors, planned an early liaison 
visit before starting the programming, and promised to make all activities transparent 
and open for suggestions and further improvement. 

 
Reaching out to External Evaluators and Budget Section 

As I developed the draft, I also started reaching out to various established sociologists 
for a contract as the external evaluator of the grant, if we won, and liaised with the 
budget section of UNT to let them know that I would soon have the draft proposal to 
start working on the proposal. I was able to get a tentative commitment from Michael, an 
established sociologist, to be the possible external evaluator, and the budget section 
confirmed that they would be ready to work with me as soon as I had the first draft 
ready. 

On the tenth day since the start of this process, I had a working proposal that I 
immediately shared with John, the budget section NUML, and the budget section. 

UNT	Stakeholder	Meeting	
After I had discussed the draft proposal with John, we both met with UNT stakeholders 
that included several Deans and their staff. I presented my findings and my proposal to 
the group. All stakeholders were delighted at the prospect of developing an International 
partnership. They also declared their enthusiastic support for my proposal and my 
project if we won the grant. 



I also informed them that I was working with the budget department to finalize the 
budget and that I was also waiting for the External Evaluator to share his monitoring 
plan, which would be added to the proposal and that I was also waiting to hear back 
from NUML for their views of the proposal. 

The first stage of what seemed like a quixotic effort in the beginning ended very 
well! 

Budget	Setback	and	Resolution	
Soon after the stakeholder meeting, I met with the budget office and they informed me 
that I might have to cut my programming in half! The reason: 

All research universities charge a Federally approved  Indirect Cost Fee to the federal 
grants. In our case it was 48 percent of the total grant. 
 

This was shocking to me because it meant that I might have to cut the research visitor 
program, central to the NUML faculty aspirations, in half. I asked the budget office to 
find a way to reduce the Indirect Costs charges. They informed me that if I could issue a 
subcontract to NUML for all the activities conducted at their campus, then I would save 
on the Indirect Costs, as UNT could not charge anything if the activities were not 
conducted in the US. So, we prepared a subcontract and were able to get if signed 
from NUML administrators in time before submitting the final grant. 

The last hurdle was thus removed and I was ready to finalize the proposal!! 

Submission	of	Final	Proposal	
After incorporating suggestions form NUML, and UNT stakeholders, I revised and 
finalized the final proposal. John and I took a final look at it, and then sent it to the Grant 
Office for formal submission. In so many ways, we had done the impossible! 

We had prepared and submitted a million-dollar Federal grant proposal in 30 
days! 

Result	and	Retrospective	
One month after the submission of our final proposal, I got an email from the DOS: We 
Won the Grant!! 

I ran the program for over three years. During this time my colleagues and I taught eight 
courses on NUML campus and 58 NUML scholars visited UNT to finish their research: 



all of them have now finished their Doctoral Degrees. We also prepared a detailed 
hybrid survey of the complete project that included surveys as well as interviewers from 
the NUML faculty. The most important finding in the surveys and interviews was that the 
experience had transformed their views about American people, which meant that the 
program had achieved its goal of developing people-to-prole understanding! 

Personally, it was a deeply rewarding experience for me, for I learned the value of using 
constant input from the users and then changing and revising the programming 
accordingly. 

Key	Lesson:	Users	Matter	the	Most!!	

In my conversations, after the award, with NUML administrators, I learned that the DOS 
had brought them two finalists for the grant. UNT and another institution. NUML, the 
users, decided to partner with UNT. Their reason: Not even a single person from our 
competitor had actually talked to anyone at NUML! 

Thus,	our	proposal	won	because	it	was	truly	User-
Centered!	

 

 

 

 



A	Study	of	Muslim	Perceptions	of	The	
Satanic	Verses	

	

Problem	
In my forthcoming book, Democratic Criticism: Poetics of Incitement and the Muslim 
Scared, I suggest Muslims should not be treated as a monolithic cultural group when it 
comes to their responses to controversial literary texts. I also encourage my western 
readers to look at Muslim responses to “transgressive’ texts by putting themselves in 
the Muslim reader’s shoes. For this purpose, I included a discussion of the Muslim 
responses to Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses in my book. Those familiar with the 
Rushdie Affair would recall that his book had caused a furor in the Muslim world. In the 
Western press and academic writing, however, it was openly suggested that if the 
Muslims read the book like their Western counterparts, they will have no problem at all. I 
set out to find out the Muslim level of tolerance towards literary texts that include 
Islam, Muslims, or Islamic tropes as the main part of their narrative. 

Artifacts	
• A Five Question Survey 
• Survey Analysis 
• User Interviews 



The	Process	

User	Survey	

I decided to first conduct a simple survey and then follow it up with user interviews. The 
target users for this survey were Muslim readers who could read literature in English. 
The survey was administered to 100 screened users through Qualtrics. 

Hypothesis 

Most Muslim readers will be fine while reading about the critiques of Muslim political 
systems, critiques of their contemporary religious leaders, but would be reluctant to read 
a book that satirizes or otherwise trivializes the Prophet and his household. 

The Survey Included the following FIVE questions: 

1. Would you read book if it makes fun of Muslim politicians, kings, or rich Muslims? 
2. Would you read a book that makes fun of peers, mullahs, or other contemporary 

religious figures? 
3. Would you read a book that satirizes historical Muslim kings and rulers? 
4. Would you read a book that highlights patriarchal practices in Muslim societies? 
5. Would you read a book that satirizes the Prophet or members of his household? 

Simple Survey Results 

 



 

Reader	Interviews	

With a specific idea that most Muslim readers will not be interested in reading 
something disparaging of the prophet, I decided to get some additional affective and 
emotional insights from the readers. I wanted conduct interviews because in my 
book I was pointing out as to how words can hurt and that we in the West need to 
be aware of the kind of hurt and anguish that certain words can cause. The sample for 
these interviews was similar to that of the survey: Muslim readers with English reading 
abilities and an interest in literature. 

These were semi structured interviews. In the screening process, I informed the 
participants that it would involve reading some passages from The Satanic Verses and 
conversation about them. I chose four kinds of passages from the book: 

• Passages clearly critical of Mullahs. 
• Passages that satirize Gabriel, the Archangel. 
• A passage focused on the incident of the so-called Satanic Verses and the 

Prophet. 
• Passages toward the end of the book that satirize the lives of Prophet’s wives. 

I conducted these one hour interviews at the place of participants’ choosing where they 
were absolutely free of any distractions or outside influences. I started with their general 
impressions of the book, they had not read the book but were aware of the controversy, 
and then I requested them to read the chosen passages. All of them had no problem 
reading the passages in the first two categories (some even laughed at the humor in 
those passages). All of them showed signs of deep distress, sadness, and anger 
as they read the passages about the early life of the prophet. Not even a single 
one of them could finish reading the passages about “The Curtain” part of the 
novel as it represented the wives of the Prophet, in the words of one participant, in 
“completely derogatory” terms. The participants all showed signs of emotional stress 
and grief while approaching these passages. In our conversations after the interviews, 
all of them asked: Why would people in the West want to hurt us like this? It seems 
that not only the book itself, but its support by the Western governments and media was 
a hurtful and traumatic experience for all of the participants. 

Design	Decision	and	Retrospective	
After the survey and user interviews, I was pretty clear about what kind of a book to 
write. I understood that I had to write a book that balances between the freedom of 
speech and the Muslim readers’ right to sanctity of the figure of the Prophet. 
These Interviews completely reshaped my earlier intent and help me incorporate the 
following in my first draft: 



Literary	Theory	App	Development	

Problem	
This project began with a hope to develop a Literary Theory App for undergraduate 
and graduate students in English. Some of my students identified that while a lot of 
resources are available on literary theory on the web, there is no single app that they 
could use to look up theory terms on their phones. I collaborated with three of my former 
students, all computer science majors, to see as to how we could develop a workable 
concept and a low and high fidelity prototype for a literary theory app for graduate and 
undergraduate English majors. 

Artifacts	
• Competitive Analysis 
• Persona 
• Wireflow 
• Usability Testing 

Competitive	Analysis	
As a team we conducted a broad search for other competing apps on Literary Theory. 
While we did find some apps on philosophy and history, we did not find a single app that 
focused primarily on literary theory. This meant that if we could conceptualize and 
create our app, it could be the only one of its kind! 

Persona	

	
After conducting interviews with five potential users (all English majors) we created our 
primary persona, Jenny. 



When Jenny studies for her classes, she often looks up literary theory terms online. But 
it takes a lot of effort sifting through a Google search to find a reliable explanation of the 
terms. Since Jenny needs a reliable and trustworthy app solution, we incorporated her 
needs into our design, especially with a focus on her context of use. 

Jenny	

(Age: 27; Occupation: Graduate Student; Location: Denton, TX) 

Summary 

Jenny is a first year Ph.D student taking early graduate courses. Her studies involve a 
lot of complex reading and she often has to look up technical terms. This process 
involves searching the concepts online and then finding a reliable explanation. She 
wants an app that has curated terms, preferably by experts, where she can look up the 
basic definitions of theory terms along with further reading suggestions and, if possible, 
some video resources. She is a working graduate student, so she would not like to 
purchase a subscription but would be willing to pay a one-time affordable fee to use the 
app. 

Goals 

• Wants a curated app where she can find all possible theory terms and concepts 
with reliable explanations. 

• Wants the app to be accessible and inexpensive. 
• Wants the app to be regularly updated so that new terms/ concepts are added to 

the app. 

Frustrations 

• Does not like having to look up terms and then find out that they were not written 
by professionals. 

• Does not like paying  app subscriptions. 
• Does not like flashy and disorienting phone apps. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



User Flow 
 

 
 

Wireflow	

Based on the persona we developed, we understood that our app needed to have a 
simple interface, especially focused on ease of use, and it needed to have  credible 
definitions and explanations of terms with additional video resources on each topic. We 
also understood that Jenny does not have a lot of money, so the app either needed to 
be free or could involve a small one-time payment. 

Keeping these insights in mind, we decided to create an app with a simple interface, a 
smooth account creation option, and with possibilities of searching the content in 
different ways. We also ensured to add a link in the app for Jenny and other users to 
suggest any terms/ concepts not included in the app. With this in mind, we included the 
following features in the wireframe: 

• A Login page with several login options and an easy way to create an account. 
• An interface that includes using the search bar or using the A-Z index at the 

bottom. 
• We also decided to group all our entries into categories and then cross-linked 

them to major theorists in English studies. 
• We also decided to embed video resources when available. 
• Under each entry page, we also provided a link to suggest any terms/ concepts. 





 
 

Usability	Testing	
We tested the paper printouts of the wireframe with ten users. The users were pretty 
satisfied with the main aspects of the design but they also pointed out to some flaws. 

• They thought that the “Category” button at the bottom was confusing, as it did not 
clarify that by “category” we meant different schools of literary theory. 

• The single entry image gave them the impression that the definitions were going 
to be too short; they all wanted the definitions of theory terms to be fairly detailed. 

• Majority of users also asked about the possibility of adding audio resources. 

Overall, they were excited about the app and felt that it would be a great resource for 
them and for English majors all over the world. 



Result	and	Retrospective	

After the usability testing and after taking into account our internal discussions, we are 
currently working on developing a high fidelity prototype. In the meanwhile, I will start 
writing the content that would be added to the app and the team is getting ready to 
prepare and test the high fidelity prototype. 

 



• I made sure to make a case for the feelings and rights of the Muslim readers. 
• I dedicated one whole chapter to the issues of cultural sensitivity and their 

significance. 
• I also explained to my Western readers as to why it was not appropriate to lump 

all Muslim readers as unaware of the literary conventions but rather to 
understand their anguish empathetically from their point of view. 

• I decided not to include direct quotes of the “Curtain” episode from the 
novel in my discussion, as that was the most distressing aspect of the novel to 
most of the readers. 

Just like design field, writing is also an iterative process. In this case after I wrote the 
first draft of the book, Is shared it with some of the interviewees, who all liked the way I 
had dealt with sensitive issues and only after I had revised the manuscript with their 
insight, I submitted it to the publishers. I also decided to publish this book with an 
Open Access publisher, so that the Muslim readers, who had helped in articulating my 
ideas, could have easy and free access to the book. 

The book is now in its final stages of publication and will be available to the public next 
year! 

 

 

 


